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Summary: This paper stems from the initial phases of a research project whose primary goal is the
search for a meaningful structural unit of analysis for the study of spoken Hebrew. The end product
will include a preliminary analysis of the basic structural units of spontaneous Hebrew in segmental
and suprasegmental terms. The working hypothesis for this research is that the Intonation Unit (IU)
encapsulates the basic structural unit of the spoken language, with IU Complex (or Utterance) as a
higher unit in the hierarchy. In this framework, I will strive to validate or refute accepted,
traditional concepts used in the study of spontaneous spoken Hebrew. Preliminary observations of
spontaneous spoken Hebrew suggest that neither the clause nor predication carry such basic
importance as they do in the analysis of the written language. Therefore, I will check the validity of
terms and concepts like sentence, clause, subject and predicate, verbal and non-verbal predication
for the syntactic and information-structure analysis of spoken Hebrew. In this paper, I present my
working hypothesis, some methodological matters, and preliminary observations.*

1. “Old habits die hard”
Until recently, spoken varieties of written languages did not usually draw serious scholarly
attention, as they were regarded as degraded forms of the written varieties, consisting of faulty
configurations unworthy of description. Exceptions were few, of which the use of spoken French
data in the magnum opus of Damourette & Pichon (1911-1940) is a prominent example. Interest in
the spoken medium and systems of language realized in that medium have arisen in the last
decades, notably with the growing availability of large computerized corpora. Linguists have begun
to realize that spoken varieties have structure of their own and therefore deserve serious, non-trivial
academic attention. As against the earlier view of the written language as superior to the spoken
one, 20th century linguistics is said to be inclined to hold the spoken language as primary, and
writing as “a means of representing speech in another medium” (Lyons 1968, 38). Hockett (1958,
4) writes: “Old habits die hard. Long after one has learned the suitable technical vocabulary for
discussing language directly, rather than via writing, one is still apt to slip. It should afford some
consolation to know that it took linguistic scholarship a good many hundreds of years to make just
the same transition.” I am afraid that even the linguistic community has not yet overcome tradition.
Whereas the study of the oral features of language has a long tradition in itself, it has had the
tradition of following the obvious: phonetics and phonology. Morphology as reflected in speech has
been given some attention only where the oral medium has implications for the production of
words. The special lexicon of vernaculars, notably slang, has also attracted scholarly attention, as it
had only minimal manifestations in writing. Syntactic structures of spoken languages have hardly
been studied in their own right. Even when linguistics started to show an interest in the linguistic
system of speech, syntax seemed to be a stepchild. It still does. Comprehensive treatments of
complete syntactic systems of spoken linguistic varieties are few and far between. Still, some
significant contributions to the understanding of the syntactic structure of spoken language have
*
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nevertheless been made. Of these, I would mention Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1990; Miller &
Weinert 1998; Biber et al. 1999; Blanche-Benveniste 1997; Halliday 2004.
Biber et al. 1999 is the first large-scale, comprehensive grammar of English that tries to
encompass recent advances in corpus linguistics and new ways of understanding the differences
between written and spoken varieties and integrate them into a single systematic description. As
much as one can admire the results, one cannot ignore the heavy load of traditional linguistics on
the authors of this magnum opus, as noted by Sinclair (2001, 358): “I have mentioned one or two
places where the commentary gets into difficulties because the language obstinately refuses to
divide itself into the categories prepared in advance for it.”

2. Background: segmental and suprasegmental structure
One of the basic differences between the oral and the written outputs of language is prosody.
Although the study of prosody (usually referred to — by way of hyponymic metonymy — as
intonation) is centuries old, there are serious gaps in our knowledge of this area. In his conclusion to
the second edition of his comprehensive book Intonation, Cruttenden (1997, 179) sadly states: “[I]f
we consider the full study of intonation to involve sound–meaning correspondences, it is apparent
that considerable advances have been made at the phonetic end, but very little at the semantic end.”
As implied from the list of desiderata and recent achievements that precedes this statement,
Cruttenden surely refers also to the syntactic and pragmatic ends.
The growing interest in corpus linguistics and the significant developments in speech
technology have enhanced endeavors to better understand the interrelationship between segmental
and suprasegmental structure, or between prosody and syntax or discourse structure. This is realized
in the relative substantial number of papers devoted to these issues in the recent international two
Speech Prosody conferences (Bel & Marlien 2002; 2004). This goes hand in hand with a growing
interest in the study of spontaneous, non-elicited speech, of which very little work was done before.
Recent research has found that spontaneous speech, notably conversational speech, is very different
from other spoken varieties, to the extent that it calls for special research
2.1. The search for a unit for analysis of spoken language: suprasegmental
It has long been recognized that spoken language organizes itself in segments of speech that can be
accounted for by their suprasegmental structure. The suprasegmental unit according to which
segmentation of the spoken language can be made has been conceived to be dependent mainly on
tone, or intonation, and has therefore been termed ‘tone group’, ‘intonation group’, ‘tone unit’,
‘intonation(al) phrase’, ‘intonation unit’, or the like. (e.g., Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986;
Halliday 1989; Selkirk 1984; Chafe 1994; Cruttenden 1997; Brazil 1997; Hirst & Di Cristo 1998;
Halliday 2004), where the identified prosodic stretch may be identical or different in some respects
among the various approaches. Different paths have been used to explicate the concept. Whatever
approach is taken, it seems that there is a wide consensus that the intonation unit encapsulates a
functional, coherent segmental unit, be it syntactic, semantic, informational, or the like (see below).
It seems commonly accepted that an intonation unit is a coherent intonation contour, and
some would define the intonation unit in these terms (Chafe 1994; Du Bois et al. 1992; 1993; Tao
1996; etc.). “A coherent intonation contour”, while rather easily perceivable, is very hard to define
in itself by acoustic, formal terms, nor is it easy to define an intonation unit by any other internal
criteria (Cruttenden 1997). In practice, segmentation of a discourse flow into intonation units is
made by detecting their boundaries, whereas internal criteria are brought into consideration only
secondarily (Cruttenden 1997). This practice has been used successfully in transcribing large
corpora (Du Bois et al. 1992; 1993; Du Bois 2004; Cresti & Moneglia 2004; cf. also Cheng,
Greaves & Warren 2005, following the methodology of Brazil 1997). Theory has also inclined
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towards the delimitation of the intonation unit — or ‘intonational phrase’ — by reference to
‘boundary tones’: “Each intonational phrase provides an opportunity for a new choice of tune, and
... some parts of the tune serve to mark the phrase boundaries” (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990,
272); “Rappelons que le rapport de dominance dépend uniquement des tones finals; il est insensible
aux éléments intonatifs apparaissant ailleurs dans le groupe” (Blanche-Benveniste et. al. 1990,
172). Other theories tend to relate to the hierarchical structure of prosody, describing larger (higher)
units as combinations of smaller (lower) ones (e.g., Nespor & Vogel 1986; Ladd 1986). Some of
these studies, based on phonological theory, still use syntactic constructs for defining prosodic
units, although — as emphasized by Nespor & Vogel — the syntactic and prosodic units do not
necessarily overlap. For recent theories of prosody see Ladd 1996; Gussenhoven 2004.
The major perceptual and acoustic cues for boundary recognition are the following: (1) final
lengthening; (2) initial rush; (3) pitch reset; (4) pause (Cruttenden 1997; Du Bois et al. 1992; Hirst
& Di Cristo 1998; for Hebrew see Amir, Silber-Varod & Izre’el 2004; Silber-Varod 2005). The
final tone of an IU carries with it functional load in terms of discourse structure and information
structure, with implications for syntax. Thus, for American English, three major categories of
transitional continuity have been suggested, mainly suggesting interaction between the
interlocutors: terminal, continuing and appeal. The first two mark final or non-final contour
respectively; the third is, mutatis mutandis, equivalent to “yes-no” questions (Du Bois et al. 1992;
for other systems see, inter alia, Hirst & Di Cristo 1998).
Given the problems of defining a coherent intonation contour, and the additional prosodic
cues for defining the unit boundaries, I tend to prefer the term ‘prosodic unit’ over ‘intonation
unit’.1 However, for the sake of consistency with other studies discussed below, I will adhere, at
this point, to the accepted term ‘intonation unit’ (henceforth: IU). Either term should be confined to
the phonological, suprasegmental features of the stretch, and another term, denoting the structural,
segmental stretch confined by prosodic boundaries, should be sought.
2.2. The search for a unit for analysis of spoken language: segmental
For Generative Linguistics, the ‘sentence’ is a central construct. Therefore, many studies stemming
from this school and its offshoots tend to discuss prosodic structure by reference to the sentence
(see, e.g., Selkirk 1984; Steedman 2001). For other schools, the sentence is not a valid structural
unit for the description and analysis of spoken language, notably its spontaneous, conversational
varieties.
Halliday (e.g., 1989; 2004), whose work has had a significant impact on wide linguistic
circles, promotes the use of the clause as the basic unit of the spoken language. Whereas Halliday’s
research was based on English, Miller & Weinert (1998) applied this insight over a body of three
languages, including Russian and German, in addition to English. Their work concentrates on
spontaneous spoken language. Similarly, Biber et al. (1999), in a special chapter devoted to
conversational English, look at what they term C-units, i.e., “clausal and non-clausal units”. The
latter are special cases of discourse, which, as it stands, do not fit into the conventional syntactic
point of reference.
The work of GARS (Groupe Aixois de Recherche en Syntaxe) at the Université of Provence,
which contributes to the study of spoken French, preceded this endeavor. It further pinpointed the
differences between the spoken and the written language. “La syntaxe de la phrase et des
propositions, fondée sur les catégories grammaticales et leurs fonctions, ne suffit pas à rendre
compte de certaines organisations de la langue parlée” (Blanche-Benveniste 1997, 111). Therefore,
GARS distinguishes between syntaxe and macro-syntaxe; the latter is designed to deal with
1
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structures that can be either equivalent to or larger than the traditional ‘sentence’ or ‘clause’. The
relations between macro-syntactic elements are different from traditional grammatical relations. In
many ways, macro-syntax of this French school is treated within the framework of what would be
considered pragmatics or discourse analysis in other schools. For others, among which the
functional-systemic school holds a prominent position, the closest equivalent to the conceptual
framework of macro-syntax would be ‘information structure’ (e.g., Halliday 2004; also, inter alia,
Lambrecht 1994). For Halliday, there is also an intermediary analysis of the clause, where the order
of components makes the basis of analysis.
Some of the studies mentioned above do not base their analyses on prosodic structure (notably
Biber et al. 1999; also Miller & Weinert 1998; Lambrecht 1994). For others, prosody is a basic
component of the spoken language, to the extent that any analysis of its structural units would stem
from prosodic parsing. Thus Brazil (1995), leaning on prosody, takes a different route in analyzing
the language of spoken narrative. Brazil rejects the validity of what he calls “sentence grammar”,
and suggests a unit that he calls “increment”, the basic unit of the syntax of targeted, purposeful,
linear oral communication.
Chafe’s analyses of spoken language (culminating in Chafe 1994) are based on his cognitive
theory of information flow. Chafe regards IU as the basic unit of discourse. He describes the
relationship between IU and clauses as follows: “Each clause verbalizes the idea of an event or
state, and usually each intonation unit verbalizes a different event or state from the preceding”
(Chafe 1994, 69). Chafe distinguishes between fragmentary, substantive, and regulatory IUs:
Fragmentary IUs are those that have not come to a successful end; substantive IUs are those that
convey ideas and events, states or referents; regulatory IUs are those whose function is the
regulation of information flow or the interaction between the speakers.
With Chafe’s finding, i.e., that clauses and substantive IUs coincide by 60% (Chafe 1994), the
question was raised concerning the centrality of the clause in the study of spoken language. Several
studies took a similar path of exploration, basing on the premise that the IU is the basic unit of
conversational language, checking the constituency of IUs in terms of clauses and NPs and mapping
clauses into IUs. These studies covered a range of languages: English; Mandarin Chinese, Japanese,
Finish, Wardaman (Australian), Sasak (Western Astronesian) (Iwasaki & Tao 1993; Croft 1995;
Tao 1996; Helasvuo 2001; Matsumoto 2003; Croft 2005; Wouk ms). It seems that most authors are
happy with the notion of clause as a valid category for the study of spontaneous, conversational
language (cf. also Hirst & Di Cristo 1998), either in its most expanded structure or in a reduced
form, such as the predicate and its core arguments (Croft 1995; 2005; Helasvuo 2001; cf. Du Bois
1987 for the strategy of preferred argument structure). On the other hand, Tao has found that
Mandarin consists of a relatively large number of IUs consisting of NPs (cf. Iwasaki & Tao 1993
for both Mandarin and Japanese; but — with different conclusions for Japanese — Matsumoto
2003). To conform to these findings, Tao suggests the concept of ‘speech unit’, “the
correspondence of grammatical elements and intonation units, which is real for language production
and analytically advantageous for the study of language” (Tao 1996, 175). Suggesting a dynamic
grammar that operates at the level of spontaneous natural speech, Tao further questions the
usefulness of the ‘clause’ for the analysis of spoken language.
I have mentioned above transcriptional strategies of large corpora. The use of prosodic
parsing in the C-ORAL-ROM corpus of Romance languages resulted in significant implications for
the understanding of the structure of the languages comprising this corpus. The basic structural unit
of spoken language is suggested to be the ‘utterance’, which is defined operatively and
theoretically: “The operative definition of the utterance is such that every expression marked by a
prosodic terminal break is an utterance. ... From our theoretical point of view, an utterance
corresponds to the accomplishment of a speech act, as defined by Austin (1962)” (Cresti 2004,
210). One must note at this point, that an ‘utterance’ in the Romance corpus equals a set of any
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number (including one) of sequential intonation units as defined by Chafe and his followers, i.e., all
IUs between two final boundaries (=terminal breaks). Therefore, any statistics presented for the CORAL-ROM is utterance-based rather than based on IU count. This means that there are many
more IUs in the C-ORAL-ROM that lack predication than the number of 30% suggests. For the CORAL-ROM compilers, “[s]ince the average 30% of utterances are verbless, all the definitions
based on clause structure and verbal predication appear to be inadequate for spoken language
analysis purposes” (Moneglia 2004).

3. Prosody, syntax and information structure in the study of Spoken Israeli
Hebrew
Whereas phonetics and phonology of IH, being a prominent feature of the spoken medium, have
been dealt with in a number of significant studies, work on prosody has been extremely scanty, and
can be ascribed mainly to a single scholar, viz., Laufer (1987). Laufer’s work strives for
comprehensiveness, suggesting a set of intonation patterns (‘tunes’) and includes observations on
IU boundary cues. However, his studies are based on elicited speech, and his examples are far from
reflecting spontaneous, colloquial speech.
Looking at the extant research of Israeli Hebrew, there is an embarrassingly small number of
comprehensive treatments of its syntax, and there are even fewer treatments of the syntax of spoken
Hebrew (Waldman 1989; Khan 2003; to the studies listed there, one should add especially
Schwarzwald 2001). Most studies of spoken Hebrew syntax are limited in scope, taking for their
subject of observation specific structures or, more commonly, individual features; the same applies
to studies in pragmatics or discourse analysis (Waldman 1989; Khan 2003). A notable exception is
Shatil 1994 on syntactic patterns, which follows the methodology of Rosén (1966) and describes
patterns that were not listed by Rosén. Shatil’s study is worthy of mentioning also because he based
his study not on sporadic elicitation of textual material, but on a coherent corpus. Another study
worthy of mentioning is Yatziv-Malibert 2002, which, although limited in scope to some syntactic
patterns of the spoken language, has paved a methodological path for syntactic observations without
precedent in the study of spoken Hebrew. Yatziv-Malibert also used a coherent spoken corpus for
her study. The only comprehensive study of Hebrew dealing with Information structure per se I
know of is Kuzar's dissertation (1989) on information structure in Israeli Hebrew. Kuzar studied
(non-spontaneous) spoken and written texts.
Indeed, the study of spoken Hebrew is still in swaddling clothes. Without a corpus of data,
there cannot be any research. Random data retrieval enables observation and insights. Authentic
research that stems from research hypotheses and includes an examination of the data, followed
either by corroboration or by refutation of the hypotheses (not only theory for its own sake), is
possible only in a limited way when the research has no proper database. The study of IUs reported
here stems from the preparatory stage taken towards the compilation of the Corpus of Spoken
Israeli Hebrew (CoSIH) (see below, §5.3.1).
Since the spoken medium is acoustic, linear and temporally extended, visual transmission is
necessary in order to enable any research, except, perhaps, for such as focused on individual, small
units. Even in this latter case, one needs to transform sound into the visual medium in order to
publish the results. The linguist must therefore use a transcript of the spoken text. Any type of
transcription, including the narrowest one, is based on theory, since there is no way of transforming
the infinite range of acoustic features into phonetic symbols. Therefore, any type of transcription
must be anchored in theory. The theoretical ground depends on research goals (Ochs 1979; Du Bois
1991; Crowdy 1994; Kennedy 1998; Blanche-Benveniste 2000).
Among the first steps taken in the preparatory stages of the planning of CoSIH was the
decision regarding the type of transcription to be used. Apart from samples in narrow phonetic
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transcription, the bulk of CoSIH will be transcribed in the Hebrew standard orthography, whereas
the transcription is meant to be aligned with the sound when CoSIH is disseminated (Izre’el 2005).
According to the theoretical stand of the CoSIH team, the texts in their visual form must reflect the
nature of the spoken language as consisting of IUs. This decision follows the Chafe–Du Bois
methodology of transcription (Du Bois et al. 1992; 1993). This method had been used before for
transcribing spoken Israeli Hebrew (e.g., Cahana-Amitay & Katsenberger 1999; Maschler 2001),
and has already been tried on spontaneous texts elicited for the pilot study of CoSIH (Izre’el &
Rahav 2004) and already during CoSIH’s preparatory stage (Izre’el 2002).
These recorded data have already been used for two major studies on spontaneous spoken
Hebrew, based on the IU theorem: Smadar Cohen’s pioneering research on the prosodic handling of
questions (Cohen 2004) and Vered Silber-Varod’s study of IU boundaries (Silber-Varod 2005; see
already Amir, Silber-Varod & Izre’el 2004). Still, the syntactic aspect of what constitutes an IU in
Hebrew has never come up, to the best of my knowledge.

4. Spoken Israeli Hebrew: some pertinent basic notions
Hebrew belongs to the Semitic family, which in itself is a branch of the larger Hamito-Semitic (or
Afro-Asiatic) phylum. Like other languages in this phylum, Hebrew presents two major features
that are pertinent to our discussion here: Firstly, clauses can be either verbal or non-verbal. A nonverbal predicate can consist, in principle, of any part of speech; e.g., a noun (ex. 1), an adjective
(ex. 2), a prepositional phrase (ex. 3), a clause (ex. 4), etc.2
(1) hakol shvilim |
the-all paths
‘All (roads) are unpaved roads.’ (Conversation 2, 251) 3
(2)

ha-kvish ha-ze patuax ||
the-road the-this open
‘This road is clear.’ (Conversation 1, 344)

(3)

ani be-kurs ||
1SG in-course
‘I am attending a course.’ (Conversation 1, 714)

(4)

ha-she’ela ma ze naxon ||
the-question what this right
‘The question is what is right.’ (Conversation 2, 125)

One should note at this juncture, that word order is not strict, and varies according to syntactic and
pragmatic constraints. Needless to say, prosody also plays a role in the structure of an utterance.
Secondly, a verb always constitutes a clause in its own right. In other words, a verb is a
morphological manifestation of both a subject and its predicate (ex. 5). It can further include a
pronominal complement (ex. 6).

2

Transcription notations: each IU is transcribed in a separate line; speaker marking (a:); final tones: terminal (||);
continuing (|), appeal (/); pauses: short (..), medium (...), long (.....), extra-long (..5..), noting length in seconds;
truncated IU (—); truncated word (_); non-verbal sounds (<creak>) (cf. Izre’el 2002, following in essence Du Bois et
al. 1992; 1993). Other notations: morphemic boundary (-); clitic boundary (=).
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(5)

balaa-ti
swallowed-1SG
‘I swallowed-up’ (Conversation 1, 150)

(6)

azav-ti-ha
left-1SG-her
‘I left her’

Whereas the latter construction is quite rare in spoken Israeli Hebrew (and therefore not attested in
any of the three conversations that form the corpus for this paper), there is a tendency in spoken
Israeli Hebrew for the cliticization of prepositional phrases that include a complement pronoun:
(7)

lakax-nu=ot-a
took-1PL=ACC-her
‘we took it’ (Conversation 2, 69)

(8)

her’e-ti=(l)xa
show-1SG-to-you(SGM)
‘I-showed you’ (Conversation 2, 615)

One should note, however, that in spoken Israeli Hebrew, when not directly following the verb,
these complements appear as independent forms; this phenomenon is general in written Hebrew,
where no such cliticization is observed.
Lastly, Hebrew has across-the-board agreement: person, gender and number for personal
pronouns and finite verbs, gender and number for the nominal domain (substantives and adjectives).

5. The present study: goal, working hypothesis, methods
5.1. Goal
This paper stems from the initial phases of research whose main goal is to look for a meaningful
structural unit of analysis for the study of spoken Hebrew. The end product will include a
preliminary analysis of the basic structural units of spontaneous Hebrew in segmental and
suprasegmental terms.
5.2. Working hypothesis and conceptual framework
The working hypothesis for this research is that the Intonation Unit (IU) encapsulates the basic
structural unit of spontaneous spoken Israeli Hebrew. I will further look for the next unit in the
hierarchy, which I hypothesize to be IU complex or Utterance (see Cresti & Moneglia 2004 above).
In this framework, I will strive to validate or refute accepted, traditional concepts of the study
of spontaneous spoken Hebrew. I will check the validity of terms and concepts like sentence,
clause, subject and predicate, and verbal and non-verbal predication for the syntactic and
informational analysis of spoken Hebrew. As will be shown below, it seems that neither the clause
nor predication carry such basic importance as they do in the written language. Either an IU or an
IU complex may consist of a traditional clause, but it need not be so, so that the clause may be
unwarranted as the basic unit of analysis.
By choosing this methodology, I choose the side of the hearer as my point of departure. Since
the parsing of speech flow is made perceptually by prosodic boundaries, the starting point for my
structural analysis is prosody. Another possible way is to start from the side of the speaker, and
decide upon the basic structural unit of the spoken language and see how it is organized in prosodic
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units. This will be done by mapping clauses (for my working definition of a ‘clause’ see below,
§5.3.2) onto IUs, as has been done in previous research (see above, §2.2). This point of departure
will be used to counterbalance results obtained by the first method.
A note on terminology and conceptual frames: The concepts of ‘subject’ and ‘predicate’ are deeply
rooted in Western grammatical tradition, and one can hardly find opponents to their suitability for
analyzing languages (cf. Jespersen 1924; Lyons 1968; Matthews 1981; Crystal 1997; Biber et al.
1999). When one comes from the study of Semitic languages or their like, the very existence of
sentences or clauses with no verb may raise doubt about ways to handle the relationship between
the components of such clauses. Indeed, voices have been raised against the wisdom in adhering to
these terms in their accepted conceptual framework, not only for Semitic and related languages, but
also for “western” ones (e.g., Polotsky 1944; 1962; Shisha-Halevy 1986; Kibrik 2001; Izre’el &
Cohen 2004).
5.3. Methods
5.3.1. The corpus for this study
As mentioned above, the study of IUs reported here stems from the preparatory stage taken towards
the compilation of the Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew (CoSIH). CoSIH is designed to include a
representation of most varieties of spoken Hebrew as it is used in Israel today. For analytical
purposes, it will use a conceptual tool in the form of a multidimensional matrix combining
demographic and contextual tiers. Daylong, non-stop recordings of randomly selected informants
will be collected with respective sociolinguistic data. These recordings will be evaluated, and a
sample from each will be transcribed, to set up a five-million-word corpus. CoSIH is, to the best of
my knowledge, the first corpus designed to integrate both demographic and contextual criteria in its
compilation of texts. For a detailed description of the CoSIH project see Izre’el, Hary and Rahav
2001.
CoSIH’s pilot consists of recordings made by about four dozen recorded datasets, each
consisting of 8 to 16 hours of longitudinal recordings. The recording-recorded informants include
people from a variety of backgrounds: ethno-cultural, age, sex and education (Izre’el & Rahav
2004). I have adopted this schema for the compilation of the corpus for the proposed research, so as
to include a variety of texts by diverse people and from a variety of contextual situations, in order to
obtain a fair representation of text types. As against the conceptual framework of CoSIH, whereby
native and non-native speakers are treated alike for the compilation of the corpus, I believe that for
conducting the research advanced here, a more coherent group of speakers is preferable. Therefore,
the corpus for this study includes only native speakers of Hebrew, altogether 20 informants. Of
course, each of these datasets includes speech not only of the recording informants but also of a
variety of interlocutors. I estimate the total number of speakers for this research to be more than 50.
Given the results of previous research on this topic, 500 IUs of each dataset will form a good
sample for analyses, both quantitative and qualitative. Therefore, the total number of IUs that will
form the corpus of this study is expected to be about 10,000.
5.3.2. Research schema
Along the path paved by previous studies, I use both qualitative and quantitative methods. A
detailed database is used to mark the following features of each IU: (1) The function of its final
tone: terminal (||), continuing (|) or appeal (/); (2) Whether the IU is fragmentary, substantive or
regulatory;4 (3) Whether it includes a clause; (4) Whether an IU includes more than a single clause;
4
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the IU will be classified as substantive.
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(5) If an IU consists or includes a clause (or more than one), whether the clause (or one of them)
can be regarded formally as an embedded (or subordinate) clause; (6) In clausal IUs, what elements
of the clause it includes beside the predicate; (7) For a non-clausal IU, whether it can be regarded as
consisting of a part of a clause (one of its core arguments or any other functional element, with a
specification of this element and its position as related to the predicate); (8) In clausal IUs, what
type of predicate it includes (verbal, nominal, etc.); (9) For verbal clauses, what type of verb they
consist of from both the syntactic and semantic aspects (e.g., its valence, verb introducing direct
speech, verb of perception). Wherever applicable, for each IU, the accented (prominent) syllables
are marked in the transcription, to enable an alternative analysis of the data at a later stage. In
addition, each dataset is supplied with annotation regarding the speakers and the type of speech
recorded, for further exploitation of the data regarding demographic, and especially, contextual
variation (cf. Cresti & Moneglia 2004).
The notion of ‘clause’ can be defined in various ways, notably with regard to its constituents.
A common approach would define ‘clause’ as a construct including a (verbal) predicate together
with its arguments and peripheral elements (see, e.g., Van Valin & LaPolla 1997; Givón 2001). The
study of Hebrew takes a more traditional approach, and defines a ‘clause’ simply as consisting of a
N(oun)P(hrase) and a P(redicate)P(hrase) (Rubinstein 1968; cf. Rosén 1977; Coffin & Bolozky
2004). The minimal requirement is, therefore, that a clause will consist of NP as subject and of a
predicate, which does not need to be a verb (Rodrigue-Schwarzwald & Sokoloff 1992). It is with
this minimal requirement that I have decided to tag clauses as components of IUs in my data. In this
framework, no arguments are required to be present in the same IU as the predicate. Whereas a verb
thus consists of a clause by its morphological constituents (see §4 above and further below), a nonverbal component is regarded as a predicate only if there is an overt subject related to it, either
within the same IU (ex. 9) or adjacent to it (ex. 10):
(9)

ani be-kurs ||
1SG in-course
‘I am attending a course.’ (Conversation 1, 714)

(10) at |
2SGF

.. memal’-a bevakasha |
fill- SGF please
‘You should fill it, please.’ (Conversation 3, 261-2)
In contrast, there are many instances where a predicative tagging was not possible, as in the
following example:
(11) pesel exad anak |
statue one huge
‘one huge statue,’ (Conversation 2, 721; for the context see below, §6.2)
We have seen above that a Hebrew verb is a synthetic form, consisting of both a subject and a
predicate. As such, it can be regarded as consisting of a clause in itself (Goldenberg 1998), to which
a complemental element can also be annexed, as exemplified above. Of course, an overt nominal
referent (“subject”) can form part of the clause. Furthermore, a pronominal referent (“subject”) can
sometimes precede the verb as well. The reasons for this type of construction are manifold, and can
be explained, inter alia, by morphophonological and by pragmatic constraints (cf., e.g., Ariel 2000).
On one hand, it can be regarded as the “real” subject, with the verb presenting an agreement
element. On the other hand, the internal marker can be regarded as the subject, whereas the external
form seen as extrapositive. For Taqbaylit Berber, which presents constructions similar to the
Hebrew ones, Mettouchi (forthcoming a, forthcoming b) suggests that only the morphological
9

marker within the verbal form can be regarded as subject, while the independent pronoun (or
equivalent noun) must be regarded as carrying pragmatic functions.5 The following pair of
examples suggests a similar tendency:
(12) axarei ze |
after this
xazarti
le-Beijing |
returned-1SG to-Beijing
‘Then I returned to Beijing,’ (Conversation 2, 941)
(13) be-yangshu |
in-Yangshuo
eldad lakax-ø rakev_ otobus le-po |
Eldad took-3SGM trai(n) bus to-here
le-Hong Kong |
to-Hong Kong
ve-ani xazarti
le-Beijing ||
and-1SG returned-1SG to-Beijing
‘In Yangshuo, Eldad took a trai(n) a bus to here, to Hong Kong, and I returned to
Beijing.’
(Conversation 2, 902-4)
Whereas in ex. 12 only the verb carries marking of the 1SG, there is an independent 1 SG pronoun
external to the verb complex in ex. 13, which can be explained by the change of topic.
This approach has some interesting similarities to the ‘approche pronominale’ taken by
Blanche-Benveniste and GARS for the study of French (Blanche-Benveniste 1975; BlancheBenveniste et al. 1984; 1990). Indeed, the ‘pronominal approach’ has been adopted by YatzivMalibert’s for her analysis of spoken Hebrew: “D’après cette approche, la construction verbale ou
l’unité prédicative et non pas la phrase est retenue, comme l’unité nasique de description
de l’énoncé » (Yatziv-Malibert 2002, 53).
The pronominal approach has been taken to be the basic reference for the analysis of the
verbal utterance in the C-ORAL-ROM project (Cresti in Cresti & Moneglia 2004, §6.4).
A thorough research into the distribution and functions of subjects and their syntactic and pragmatic
equivalents must therefore be made in order to substantiate the mapping of clauses.

6. Preliminary observations
Since the research is only in its very initial phases, in the following I will present a few observations
from the preliminary analyses made so far: first quantitative, then qualitative. These observations
will serve only to illustrate the type of questions to be addressed as well as some preliminary
impressions from the data at hand.
6.1. Quantitative observations
I will present quantitative accounts of three samples from the data, all recorded by a single
informant, a 26 years old male with high-school education, who works in a high-tech company, and

5

On other languages with synthetic verbs in the context discussed here, yet with different interpretation, see Chafe
1994, ch. 12 on Seneca (Iroquoian) and Croft 2005 on Wardaman (Australian).
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he alone was aware of the recording (Izre’el & Rahav 2004). The three datasets are samples from
recordings in three different situations:
(1)

A conversation in a car during a drive back home from a wedding. The interlocutors of
our recording-recorded informant in this case are two colleagues from work, both
women about the same age as our informant. The topics of discussion are personal,
issues related to personal relations at work, and driving matters. (Referred to as
‘Coversation 1’.)

(2)

A conversation between the informant and his 51-year-old father, who has an academic
education. The topic of discussion is our informant’s visit to China and Mongolia, and
the conversation consists mainly of descriptions of this trip. (Referred to as
‘Coversation 2’.)

(3) A meeting regarding human resources at the high-tech company. The interlocutors are
four colleagues, two males and two females, with high-school or academic education,
all four in their late twenties or thirties. (Referred to as ‘Coversation 3’.)
All recorded people are native speakers of Hebrew. The recordings took place between September
and December 2000.6
The counts have been designed to suggest the validity of the IU as a basic structural unit of
spontaneous spoken Hebrew. In this case, there was no attempt to suggest the mapping of clauses
onto IUs, but rather, the goal was to study the nature of occurring IUs in terms of clausal
components. Therefore, an IU consisting of an embedded clause is counted as clausal, although for
the mapping task such clauses would be regarded as NPs (Tao 1996; Wouk ms). Note that this latter
procedure suggests a higher number of clauses than the alternative one. Furthermore, the counts
take a simplified approach in comparing the data, e.g., they do not distinguish (the few cases of) IUs
consisting of two clauses from those consisting of only one.

Total clausal
Clausal
verbal
Clausal nonVerbal

Substantive

Regulatory

Total nonfragmentary

780
(100%)

32 (4.1%)

688 (88.2%)

60 (7.7%)

748 (95.9%)

{

381 (55.4%)

47 (78.3%)

428 (57.2%)

307 (44.6%)

13 (21.7%)

320 (42.8%)

{

169 (55.0%)

6 (46.2%)

175 (54.7%)

138 (45.0%)

7 (53.8%)

145 (45.3%)

100%

Non-clausal

Fragmentary

100%

Total

Total

Table 1: Distribution of IU types: Conversation 1

6

The CoSIH preparatory stage and the pilot study were financed mainly by grants from Tel-Aviv University, with some
support from Emory University.
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Total

Total

Fragmentary

1098
(100%)

128 (11.7%)

Non-clausal

100%

{

Total clausal
Clausal nonVerbal
Clausal
verbal

Regulatory

Total nonfragmentary

100 (9.1%)

970 (88.3%)

90 (90%)

565 (58.2%)

10 (10%)

405 (41.8%)

272 (68.9%)

9 (90%)

281 (69.4%)

123 (31.1%)

1 (10%)

124 (30.6%)

Substantive

100%

{

870
(79.2%)
475
(54.6%)
395
(45.4%)

Table 2: Distribution of IU types: Conversation 2

Total

Total

Fragmentary

Substantive

Regulatory

Total nonfragmentary

384
(100%)

15 (3.9%)

309 (80.5%)

60 (15.6%)

369 (96.1%)

{

146 (47.2%)

51 (85.0%)

197 (53.4%)

163 (52.8%)

9 (15.0%)

172 (46.6%)

{

37 (22.7%)

5 (55.6%)

42 (24.4%)

126 (77.3%)

4 (44.4%)

130 (75.6%)

100%

Non-clausal

100%

Total clausal
Clausal
verbal
Clausal nonVerbal

Table 3: Distribution of IU types: Conversation 3

The numbers speak for themselves, and show small percentages of clausal IUs, especially when
compared to figures for other languages, notably English. A comparison between the three tables
suggests differences in scope of clausal use between the three types of speech represented by the
respective three datasets, notably Conversation 3 (meeting). An even more interesting observation
is the significantly higher number of verbs attested in Conversation 1 (car drive). Both observations
suggest interesting different linguistic behavior in different contextual settings, which certainly
deserves a thorough investigation. One may also note the higher number of regulatory IUs in
Conversation 3 (meeting) and the high number of fragmentary IUs in Conversation 2 (conversation
between a son and his father, which is narrative-descriptional in nature).
6.2. Qualitative observations
In addition to the examples adduced above with qualitative observations, I would like to give here a
few examples to share with my audience my impressions regarding the nature of the data at hand,
which exemplify substantive non-clausal IUs in the three conversation. The IUs in question, marked
in boldface characters, are better described in terms of information structure rather than in terms of
predication:7

7

For each IU, its basic type is marked: substantive (S); regulatory (R); fragmentary (F).
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(14) [1s] etmol
asi-ti tipul
l-a-oto |
yesterday did-1SG treatment to-the-car
‘Yesterday I serviced the car;’
[2s]

elef
shlosh me-ot
shekel ||
thousand three hunderd-PL Shekel
‘(it cost) 1300 shekels.’ (Conversation 1, 34-35)

(15) [1s] yesh sham park |
EXT there park
‘There is a park over there,’
[2r]

..(2.2).. <creak> lo

yodea ma ||
know what
‘I’m not sure.’
NEG

[3s]

kama dunam-im tov-im |
some acres-PL good-PL
‘(The size of it is) a good number of acres,’

[4s]

male male gumx-ot |
full full alcove-PL
‘(it has) many many alcoves,’

[5s]

im male .. psal-im ktan-im be-alaf-im |
with full statue-PL small-PL in-thousand-PL
‘with many .. small statues by the thousand,’

[6s]

pesel exad anak |
statue one huge
‘(there was) one huge statue,’

[7f]

.. civ_ —
.. col(orful)
‘(there was another one) col-’

[8s]

cavua |
‘colored,’

[9s]

lo

cavua |
colored
‘(still another) not colored,’
NEG

[10s]

hakol bud-ot |
the-all Budha-PL
‘all (these are) Budha(-statue)s,’ (Conversation 2, 716-725)

(16) [1s] atem hayom roc-im la-daat briut irgunit ||
2PL today want-PL to-know health organizational
‘Today you want to become informed about organizational health.’
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[2r]

naxon /
right
‘Right?’

[3s]

ze ma she-atem
mexaps-im ||
this what NOMINALIZER-2PL search-PL
‘This is what you are looking for.’

[4r]

naxon /
right
‘Right?’

[5s]

briut shel ha |
health of the
‘(You are after the) health of the ...’

[6s]

shel ha-sviut=racon shel-i ||
of the-satisfation of-me
‘of my satisfaction.’

[7s]

betor oved ||
as worker
‘As a worker.’

[8r]

naxon /
right
‘Right?’ (Conversation 3, 130-138)

All marked IUs are rhemes (or, in a different terminology, ‘comment’, ‘new’), presenting new
information, where no thematic elements are explicitly referred to. In ex. 14, the price of the service
is presented without any formal reference to the mentioning of the service in the preceding IU. In
ex. 15, the marked IUs also present new information, one at a time. Thematic anchors exist only
indirectly in units 3 (the park), 5 (alcoves), 7-9 (various statues), whereas the units 4 and 6 only new
information exists with no thematic (‘given’) anchors present (except for the very idea of the
location, viz., the park). In ex. 16, units 5 and 6 together form a rheme, the new information. Its
thematic anchor can be found in unit 3, and can even be syntactically related to the cataphoric
pronoun ze “this”, which in itself is an anaphora to ‘organizational health’ in unit 1. However, the
syntactic gap between unit 3 and units 5-6, the resumptive function of the phrasal complex in these
two units (5-6), and as well as the prosodic structure of the entire passage, prefers a non-syntactic
analysis. As for the rhematic unit 7, it can be regarded an afterthought, as suggested by the terminal
tone of the preceding IU.

7. Conclusion
Looking for a meaningful structural unit of analysis for the study of spoken Hebrew, a working
hypothesis suggests that it be encapsulated by the Intonation Unit (IU), with IU Complex (or
Utterance) as a higher unit in the hierarchy. In this framework, accepted, traditional concepts for the
study of spontaneous spoken Hebrew will be challenged. Preliminary observations of spontaneous
spoken Hebrew suggest that neither the clause nor predication carry such basic importance as they
do in the analysis of the written language. The following quotes may suggest the frame of reference
for this study:
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... il ne s’agit pas d’utiliser le français parlé pour illustrer une théorie, mais de trouver
une théorie qui permette d’aborder les données du français parlé. (Blanche-Benveniste
& Jeanjean1987, 90)
To me a corpus of any size signals a flashing neon sign “Think again”, and I find it
extremely difficult to fit corpus evidence into received receptacles.
... [T]he language obstinately refuses to divide itself into the categories prepared in
advance for it ... (Sinclair 2001, 357-8)
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